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HOME IS NOT A PLACE –
IT’S A FEELING.
Deutsche Hospitality combines four unique worlds
under one roof: Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts
are synonymous with elegance and impeccable
hospitality. With the motto, “MAXXimize your stay,”
the new MAXX by Steigenberger hotels focus on
the essentials. The trendsetting concept, Jaz in the
City offers young, urban vibes, close to the beating
heart of the city. And IntercityHotels can be found in
the center of some of the most stunning cities in the
world, with excellent connections to train stations
and airports.
The foundation of Deutsche Hospitality is built on
strong values: we are hoteliers with a PASSION. We
strive for maximum PERFECTION. We make every
Steigenberger Hotel Bad Homburg

effort to satisfy the needs of our guests – we call
it CARING. As a hotel group with German roots,
we combine TRADITION with VISION: “Hospitality
made in Germany” – an irresistible blend of German
quality, innovative ideas, and international flair.
Experience first hand the unique feeling of home
away from home. Find a professional setting for
your conferences and events; experience the unique
variety of Deutsche Hospitality.

A very warm welcome

A warm welcome to you!

from
Deutsche Hospitality!

Thomas Willms
Chief Executive Officer
Deutsche Hospitality

HOSPITALITY MADE IN GERMANY
AND DELIVERED IN INDIA
MBD Group is delighted to partner with Deutsche Hospitality

Targeting to open at least 20 hotels in India over the next

in bringing the ‘Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts’ brand to

15 years, this joint venture presents German precision

India. Deutsche Hospitality stands for a top-class portfolio.

tailor-made for Indian guests while ensuring outstanding

The name ‘Steigenberger’ stands for precision, reliability and

global standards and a luxurious environment. The flagship

quality that defines German work ethic and ethos all around

hotel under the joint venture will be the Zephyr – an MBD

the globe.

Steigenberger Hotel located in the heart of Whitefield
Bengaluru shall be launching soon.

With a Pan-India operational experience in the education
sector, the MBD Group fully understands local cultures
and thus have a strong hold on the cultural pulse of the
Indian population and understands the local cultures and
backgrounds. Having around 18 years of experience in
Hospitality sector, all the hotels managed by MBD group
have won numerous awards in various categories, be it for
the best hotel or the best-rated restaurants.
We understand that hospitality is not only about serving
but also treating our guests with elegance and excellence.
We aim to be exceedingly innovative in the Indian luxury
hospitality segment. We will persistently develop our service
delivery along with quality of our products and facilities,
ensuring we appeal to a multi-generational segment.

Sonica Malhotra
Managing Director
MBD Steigenberger

INDIAN HOSPITALITY,
GERMAN PRECISION,
GLOBAL VISION.
WE DO IT ALL
hassle-free hospitality
investments
As the MBD Group holds the unique position of being
an owner that is now offering brand for investment,
we understand the varying needs of potential owners.
Thus, we will work hand in hand with owners to help
them reach their business goals, using our expertise
and resources. To enable this, we offer a curated
set of services that match the benchmark of the
hotel industry and stand for effectiveness, flexibility,
innovation and cost efficiency.

No of hotels - 130

No of rooms - 18,500

No of employees - Over 10,000

our presence

GOP - 45%

No of countries
present - 16

No of locations - 56

Steigenberger hotels and resorts – a business with an 86 years tradition is home to 18,500 rooms in more than
56 immensely diverse business and holiday destinations, worldwide.

Our brands focus on catering to a new generation of
business and leisure travellers who value personalised

• Bringing renowned hospitality precision to Indian warmth
and luxury for guests from all over the world

service while taking the following into consideration:
• Our hotels will represent seamless and extravagant luxury,
• Unique luxury properties offering comfort and
convenience to each traveller
• Each hotel may be considered for it's iconic quality
standards

making them the most preferred hotels and an exclusive
place to stay

OUR
BRANDS

Including luxury hotels, MBD Steigenberger Hotels and
Resorts will provide guests with truly personalised and
superior experiences based on their preferences and needs.
It would be centred in strategic locations such as capital
cities and economic zones.
We represent unparalleled excellence, perfection,
professionalism, consistency and conformty and a wealth of
tradition.

Zephyr
MBD Steigenberger Hotels and resorts
The crown jewel of our brand, Zephyr in India would offer an
exquisite ensemble of hotels and resorts providing guests
with one-of-a-kind experiences. It would cater to the luxury
segment and will cover locations near airports and in all
gateway cities.

ABOUT
US

About MBD Steigenberger
A partnership established in mid-2016 between Indian

Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts is one of the most

education and hospitality sector giant – MBD Group –

sought-after hotel companies in Europe and possesses

and one of the leading European hospitality companies

an unparalleled experience of more than 85 years in the

– Deutsche Hospitality’s brand Steigenberger Hotels and

hospitality industry. The brand has around 56 properties

Resorts, MBD Steigenberger is a luxury hospitality brand.

operating globally, each promising luxurious and satisfying

Sharing a combined experience of around 100 years,

services to its guests.

both entities boast invaluable expertise in the hospitality
management sector.
With an intent to diversify its operations, MBD Group
expanded into the hospitality sector around 18 years ago
and has never looked back. It successfully and profitably
owns and manages hotels.

Goals and Aspirations
MBD Steigenberger has set a precise objective to open

budgeted guest base. We aspire to combine the prowess

more 20 hotels in India within the next 15 years under

of both brands – market intelligence from MBD and

three sub-brands Zephyr MBD Steigenberger Hotel, MBD

German precision from Steigenberger – to offer tailor-made

Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts (luxury hotels in all

experiences for Indian guests, while ensuring outstanding

gateway cities and Tier one towns of India). Our aim is to

global standards in service.

tap into the expansive and ever-growing Indian market and
establish ourselves as one of the key hospitality players
in the country. To set ourselves apart, our focus will be to
build hotels that cater to a multi-generational and multi-

Core
Services

Commercial
Services

Core Services
1. Feasibility analysis
•

IRR and absolute return expectations

•

Financial and project break even analysis

2. Technical
We offer highly qualified and experienced architects, technicians and designers who
provide guidance and support from the initial evaluation of plans and concept designs to
the monitoring of the construction measures and the eventual opening of the property.

3. Pre-opening Support
We prepare and deliver a pre-opening business plan which defines pre-opening sales and
marketing initiatives for the hotel. We also ensure recruitment, employment and training of
required personnel for the hotel.

4. Management Expertise
We fully and efficiently supervise the operation and management of the hotel in line with the
agreed standards of the brand. This would include:
•

Accounting, financial reporting and auditing

•

Recruitment, quality assurance and training

•

Cost control, purchasing policies and central procurement system

•

Forecasting and budgeting

•

Revenue management and reservations centres

•

Sales & marketing, global distribution and e-commerce

•

Public relations, brand marketing

•

Steigenberger Award World loyalty programme

•

Property opening and integration

Commercial Services
5. Revenue Management
Our highly-skilled team of analysts follow the underlying principle of revenue management
– selling the right room for the right price at the right time to the right guests – to increase
revenue by optimising occupancy, thus maximising profitability for our owners. To enable
this, we have put into place a number of tools and initiatives:
•

Rate shopping tool

•

Market share tool

•

Agency reporting tool

•

Centralised promotional activities

•

Optimise REVPAR

6. Sales Network
We have two departments:
1. Central sales:
•

KAM/Consortia

•

Leisure – Central European

•

Leisure – International Hotels

•

MICE & MES

•

International Sales

2. Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts Field sales:
•

Sales on property (Business & Resorts Hotels SHR)

Supported by 10 sales offices in Europe and 10 offices across the globe.

7. Marketing
Our experienced and strategically savvy marketing professionals will assist at corporate and
unit levels by offering the following services:
•

Comprehensive brand guidelines

•

Customised, innovative and relevant content

•

E-commerce, social media, SEO and SEM initiatives

•

Public relations

•

Steigenberger Award World loyalty programme

•

Marketing tie-ups

8. Quality Management
Our team will implement effective ways of measuring guest and employee satisfaction
at the hotel, while providing insights into the services and facilities as follows:
•

Mystery guest visits and mystery test calls

•

Online Reputation Management

•

Cross audits

•

Guest satisfaction surveys

•

Employee satisfaction assessments

9. Information Technology
We offer a wide range of IT services and system support to our hotels, which include:
•

Research and product evaluation

•

Centralised applications

•

Strategic planning and implementation services

These services are provided to ensure that all our hotels maintain a competitive
technological advantage and are at the forefront of new trends.

10. Human Resource
A team of highly-experienced and well-connected human resource experts will be placed
at the hotel to support with development, training, recruitment and retention. The aim is to
become the preferred employer within the industry by acknowledging that our employees
play an essential role in our success by implementing the following:
•

Development programmes

•

Offer workplace benefits to ensure motivation

•

Staff integration

•

Talent development and training

•

Supervisory and Management Development Program

11. Hotel Equipment and Design
Our highly-qualified team of designers and procurement professionals will support
our hotels with day-to-day purchase operations and FF&E for all departments thereby
minimising cost and optimising processes by:
•

Recommendations on design intent, building planning and space circulation
as per brand standards

•

Review of design development phases

•

Recommendations on systems, components, construction materials and

•

Recommendations on selection of various consultants for architectural,

equipment as per brand standards
interior design, lighting, landscaping services etc.
•

Review the progress of work during construction phases

•

Review and approval on any changes proposed by the owner in
concept planning, design, equipment, etc.

•

Recommendations on construction management till handover

•

Review and approval of mock up room

•

Recommendations on selection of FF&E items

BRAND MATRIX

Category

MBD Steigenberger Hotels

Zephyr MBD Steigenberger

and Resorts

Hotels and resorts

General Information
Construction Cost

USD 200k to USD 250k per key

USD 300k to 350k per key

Key Count

150+

200+

Rating

5 star

5 star +

Location

City/Airport/Resort

City/Airport/Resort

Interior Design Style

Contemporary

Contemporary/Neo Classical

Wi-Fi

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Business Lounge

Room Information
Standard Room NETT Area

36 meter squared

45 meter squared

Minimum clear room dimensions

8.4m x 3.8m

9.1m x 4.5m

Number of Bathroom Fixtures

4

5

Suite Percentage

5% - 10%

5% - 10%

Disabled Rooms

Minimum 1

Minimum 1

Interconnecting Rooms

Minimum 10%

Minimum 10%

Bed Mix

70% king/ 30% twin

70% king/ 30% twin

Public Areas
Reception
Front Office

Yes

Yes

Reception Desk

Yes (1/85 keys)

Yes (1/85 keys, seated)

Concierge Desk

Yes (Min 1)

Yes (Min 1, seated)

Travel Desk

Yes

Yes

Porter

Yes

Yes

Valet Parking

Yes

Yes

Category

MBD Steigenberger Hotels

Zephyr MBD Steigenberger

and Resorts

Hotels and resorts

Food and Beverages
All Day Dining
Hot Buffet and Show Kitchen

Yes

Yes

Cold Buffet and Show Kitchen

Yes

Yes

Private Dining

Optional

Optional

Service Stations

Yes

Yes

Show Kitchen

Optional

Optional

Private Dining

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Specialty Restaurants

Hotel Bar

Meeting and Events
Business Centre

Yes

Yes

Meeting Rooms

Yes

Yes

Ballroom

Yes

Yes

Pre-Function Area

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

Bridal Rooms

Leisure Facilities
Pool
Pool bar and Grill
Changing Rooms

Optional

Optional

Optional (if pool is connected to spa

Optional (if pool is connected to spa

then those changing room to be used)

then those changing room to be used)

Changing Rooms

Yes

Yes

Steam/Sauna

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gym

Spa

KEY FACILITIES
1. Food & Beverage: With 18 years of expertise in the

2. Business Club: All our properties would have an executive

hospitality sector, MBD Group has established a synergy

lounge for guests to relax and enjoy exclusive amenities.

of style and hospitality with its award-winning food and
beverage outlets: Made in India (Indian restaurant) and RED

3. Spa: Our properties would include spa facilities aimed at

(Oriental restaurant). Thus, the MBD Group fully understands

ensuring ultimate rejuvenation and relaxation.

local cultures and have a strong hold on the cultural pulse of
India.
The Chocolate Box: Our properties would include The
Chocolate Box patisserie and lounge, which will be an ideal
place to spend quality time in the company of fine food and
great conversations.

Corporate Social Responsibility
We are committed to ensuring responsible commercial

With clearly defined pillars to adhere to, we have set the

operations through a dedicated CSR programme with the

following measures in an effort to strengthen our foothold in

support of four pillars:

the Indian market:

Workplace: Establishing a safe milieu for employees

ISO 14001, ISO 22000, ISO 27000 and OHSAS certifications

complemented by ethical work practices
Ensuring optimal usage through an Energy Performance
Environment: Taking into account the real-time and potential

Certificate

operational impact on the environment
Waste Management
Market place: Conforming to the prescribed standards of
operations, like food safety, information security, etc.
Society: Undertaking responsible operations with
consideration to surrounding areas and neighbourhoods

our values

Passion
We are driven
by quality and
perfection

We are always striving to exceed our guests’
expectations.
For that reason, we are continuously and passionately
working to make it happen.

I just love it when you get
excellent quality
as a matter of course.
That’s why I keep coming back.

CARING
Understanding
our guests
enables us to
fulfill individual
expectations

We elevate the hospitality experience to a new
dimension – a unique mix of German quality and
international charisma, where our guests’
needs are always central.

We work tirelessly to make
our guests feel comfortable.
Everyone who checks in with us is
treated like an old friend.

Perfection
Only attention to detail
MAKES FOR A HARMONIOUS
WHOLE

Our guests appreciate our central locations.
WE are right in the center,
modern and comfortable – perfect for
carefree stays.

Ideal connections and excellent
accessibility, with a feeling of
being at home. That’s what
I call perfection.

Tradition
A solid foundation
is the basis for
achieving the highest
goals

Tradition is staying true to yourself:
I love conjuring a smile on the faces
of our guests. That motivates me
more than anything else.

Our dedication to German
tradition is beloved by our
guests around the world.
We represent a consistently
high level of quality.

Visionary
To set standards,
we need to remain
a pioneer

mbd steigenberger

Scan the QR code now and find out more:
discover our hotels around the world!

www.mbdsteigenberger.in

MBD House, Gulab Bhawan, 6 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi 110002, India
T: +91 9643133940, E: contact@mbdsteigenberger.in, W: www.mbdsteigenberger.in

